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BIO 5099: Molecular Biology
for Computer Scientists (et al)

Lecture 8: Molecular Biology!
(of prokaryotes)

http://compbio.uchsc.edu/hunter/bio5099
Larry.Hunter@uchsc.edu

Molecular Biology

What is molecular biology?
– Understanding life at a molecular level

Understanding life:
– What does life do? 

(functions & processes for evolutionary success)
– What are the components of life? 

(biomolecules)
– How do the components achieve the functions 

(biochemistry)

Structure and function

Life and its components are described in two distinct 
ways: structure and function
– Structure, whether of the cell itself or of a biomolecular 

component, describes physical composition and relationships.
– Function describes the logical role that a component plays in the 

processes of life.
– Some ambiguity: the physical activity which instantiates a 

logical role is sometimes called a function. 
Much research is done to relate a known function to an 
unknown structure or v.v.
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The function

Turn food...
– Environmentally available matter and energy

Into babies...
– survival
– replication

In the presence of competitors...
– more “successfully”  than the alternatives

The structure

The components are (minimally):
– Boundaries, defined by membranes
– Inheritable characteristics, the genome.  The genome is 

physically embodied in the chromosome(s).
– The other biomaterials necessary for life:  the cytoplasm.

Life is its components; state doesn't matter
– Some life forms (even metazoans, e.g. brine shrimp) can be 

taken very close to 0°K and still be viable when thawed.  All 
dynamics are lost by freezing, so everything about being alive 
can (for at least some organisms) be captured by the molecular 
composition of the organism.

Simple Life

We will start with the simplest cells, and progressively 
add the structures and functions associated with more 
complexity
Bacteria are simple in some ways, but not in others
– Bacteria have less internal structure that Eukaryotic cells, and

reproduce asexually
– However, modern bacteria have evolved a wide variety of 

specialized mechanisms, e.g. for drug resistance
First look at structure and function of key biological 
molecules
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Cytoplasm & Metabolism

An organism must have the molecular machinery 
necessary to translate the genome into an offspring
Cytoplasm: the structure (components) 
Metabolism: the function (processes) of creating the 
necessary components
– Catabolic: creation of energy and basic chemical units necessary 

to translate a genome into the necessary components (usually by 
breaking down inputs)

– Anabolic: creation of necessary components (biomolecules) 
from energy and other inputs

What are the inputs?

Most organisms are heterotrophs.  They must ingest 
substances created by other living things:
– Hydrocarbons, “fixated” nitrogen, energetic compounds
– Sometimes quite specific 

(e.g. human need for 9 “essential” amino acids)
Organisms which can survive with only inorganic 
inputs (e.g. CO2, N2) are autotrophs
– photoautotrophs get energy from sunlight (photosynthesis)
– chemoautotrophs get energy from oxidation 

What has to be made?

Membranes
– Lipid bilayer
– Receptors and channels

Genome/Chromosome(s)
– Nucleic acids
– Information duplication

Proteins
– Catalysts (provide activation energy)
– Structural proteins (scaffolding, molecular machines)

Energy (of the right form to provide -G)
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Cell Membranes

Functions
– Selective permeability for compounds the cell needs
– Few molecules diffuse across, most

require active transport
– Substrate for sensors and effectors

Structures
– Lipid bilayer.  Differences among 

Prokaryotes, Eukaryotes (and 
again for Plants) and Archeae.

– Pores and channels (pores with switches)
– Flagella, cell adhesion molecules and external interfaces.

Lipids

Lipids: a diverse group of non-polar (and therefore 
hydrophobic) molecules
– Neutral lipids (fats and oils for energy storage). Mostly “fatty

acids”, long unbranched chains with a carboxyl  (COOH-) group 
that makes them acidic.
Saturated fats and unsaturated fats...

– Steroids.  Used to send signals in
multicellular organisms.  More later.

– Phospholipids (membranes).  Have a
polar end (with a phosphate group) 
attached to one or more non-polar chains

Phospholipids

Most common is 
phosphoglyceride.
– Glycerine links two

fatty acids to a
phosphate bridge,
which in turn 
connects to a polar
(hydrophillic) group

– Phosphotidyl choline
is major constituent 
of membrane
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Lipid Bilayers

Membranes are organized with phospholipid 
molecules in two layers.  Both layers have 
hydrophobic insides and hydrophilic outsides

cartoon

molecular dynamics model

Prokaryotic membranes

In Bacteria, in addition to the lipid bilayer 
“cytoplasmic membrane” ...  
Cell wall (nearly all)
– A semirigid membrane

containing peptidoglycan. 
– Gives particular shape
– Prevents osmotic lysis.
– Major antibiotic target

Outer membrane (less common)
– Capsule or “slime layer”.  Adheres, prevents phagocytosis

Chromosomes

Functions
– Contains all the information necessary to direct the metabolism 

(and other functions) of the organism
– Can be copied for creation of genetically identical offspring

Structures
– Deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA, the information carrying molecule 
– Other chromosomal contents control the shape of DNA

• Histones (or histone-like molecules)
• Topoisomerases
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DNA structure 1

Polymer of four dinitrogen heterocycle bases.
– guanine, cytosine, thymine and adenine

Each subunit is bound to a 5 carbon sugar and 
phosphate backbone
Chain has direction: 
3' end (sugar hydroxyl) 
versus 5' end (phosphate)
Complementary bases 
(C/G, A/T) form hydrogen 
bonds (Watson-Crick)

DNA Structure 2

DNA forms two strands (one 3'→5', the other 
5'→3') with complementary amino acids.
These two strands form the “double helix”
Grooves allow
proteins to
“read” internal
information
– Major (large)
– Minor (small)

DNA Structure 3

Containing all the information in a genome requires 
large numbers of nucleotides.
E. coli has 4,639,221 bases, approximately 1400µm 
long. Since the whole organism is only 2-3µm long, 
DNA has to be supercoiled.
Histones (in Eukaryotes) and
histone-like proteins in 
Bacteria are “beads” DNA
is wrapped around. 
Topoisomerases wrap and unwrap DNA
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Prokaryotic DNA (1)

Bacteria have a single chromosome whose ends are 
covalently bonded
– Physically and logically circular DNA

Bacterial (and viral) genomes have a high frequency of 
unmethylated 
cytosine-guanine dinucleotides 
– Mammals have low frequency

and most are methylated
Methylation of cytosine is
addition of CH4 group

E. coli

Prokaryotic DNA (2)

Plasmids: nonchromosomal DNA
– small (5-100 genes, <<1% of chromosome)
– circular
– non-vital, but sometimes selectively advantageous
– may be exchanged with other bacteria

Transposons: “jumping” DNA
– segments of DNA that code for genes + transpoase, an protein 

that causes a transposon to be spliced out of its current location 
and put elsewhere in the DNA.

Both factors in horizontal gene transmission

Cytoplasm

Functions: Everything else!
– Breakdown and synthesis of matter and energy
– Creation of offspring
– Ingestion, excretion, sensation, action, defense...

Structures
– Proteins
– Ribosomes
– Energy-carrying molecules  (thursday)
– Other small molecules (thursday) 
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Protein

Polymer of 20 amino acids connected by a peptide 
bond.  Ranges in size from about 40 (<40 aa = 
“polypeptide”) to over 1000 AAs.
Proteins accomplish nearly all of the biochemical 
functions of life.
– Catalysts (Enzymes): make possible (at reasonable rates) nearly 

all reactions that manipulate energy and matter 
– Information transduction: duplication and repair of DNA, 

transcription and translation of genes
– Cell division, sensation, motion, secretion, signaling, etc.

Amino Acids

Consists of central carbon (C) attached to carboxyl 
group (COOH), amino group (NH2) an H, and then one 
of 20 “side chains,” R.
4 different atoms, so C� is chiral.
Glycine is simplest: R = H

The 20 Amino Acids
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The Peptide Bond

Amino acids are linked by peptide bonds.
Carboxyl group connects
to amino group,
releasing water
leaving residue
Bonds are flexible 
around C:
–  (phi)
–  (psi)
– sidechain

Protein folding

For most proteins, each of the flexible angles has a 
single preferred value, and each of the thousands of 
atoms has a fixed position
– Dynamics (and even unordered regions) do play some role in 

protein function, but can be neglected for now
Insulin: a very small example

Protein Structure (1)

Protein structure is described in four levels
– Primary structure: amino acid sequence
– Secondary structure: local (in sequence) ordering into

• ()Helices: compressed, corkscrew structures
• ()Strands: extended, nearly straight structures 
• ()Sheets: paired strands, reinforced by hydrogen bonds

– parallel (same direction) or antiparallel sheets
• Coils, Turns & Loops: changes in direction

– Tertiary structure: global ordering (all angles/atoms)
– Quaternary structures: multiple, disconnected amino acid chains 

interacting to form a larger structure
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Protein structure cartoons

Protein Structure (2)

Aspects of protein structure that are important for 
function and often discussed:
– Surface properties:  Most interactions happen at the molecular 

surface.  Determinants are charge and shape
– Active site: Often, just a few amino acids do the main 

(enzymatic) task of a protein.  These are called the active site.  
The rest of the protein can provide specificity by ensuring that
only certain molecules “see” the active site.

– (Hydrophobic) core: The buried central part of the protein, 
which exerts a strong influence on overall shape

– Loops: surface regions which are relatively unconstrained

The (Less Central?) Dogma 
of Protein

Sequence determines structure and structure 
determines function
The amino acid sequence of a protein alone determines 
its (tertiary) structure.  [Similar sequences have 
similar structures.]
– Alfonsin experiment: refolding in water
– But chaperonins and prions.

The (tertiary) structure of a protein determines its 
function [Similar structures have similar functions.]  
But protein-protein interactions?
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Ribosomes

Specialized molecular assemblies that effect the 
translation of RNA into protein.
Significant! In E coli, 15,000 ribosomes, making up 
25% of total mass of the cell.
Complexes of 
– Large subunit 

• Bacterial: 2 rRNAs, 31 proteins
• Eukaryotic: 3 rRNAs, 50 proteins

– Small subunit 
• Bacterial: 1 rRNA, 21 proteins
• Eukaryotic: 1 rRNA, 32 proteins

Ribosome structure

The size of the ribosome and the molecular weights of 
the rRNA molecules differ from organism to organism. 
Prokaryotic
smaller than
Eukaryotic

Molecular study of life

Hierarchical study of structure and function
Ribosome is a good example of a biomolecular 
machine
– Complex components, intricately assembled
– Key function: the mechanism for creation of all proteins
– Need to understand

• All of its components (their structures and functions)
• Their interactions
• Energetics (didn't discuss today)


